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 The implementation of nanosecond pulsed discharge (NPD) to combustion applications is
receiving growing attention because of its capability to increase flame stability. In this
presentation, our recent studies of three different flame configurations which are assisted by 
NPD are summarized. The flow configurations are: methane-air jet diffusion flames in coflow 
and crossflow and methane-air laminar premixed flames. For the methane jet in coflow, it is
shown that the flame stability is improved by ten-fold (in terms of coflow speed) with the aid of 
the NPD. For the methane jet in cross flow, it is found that there exists a significant distance 
through which radicals formed by the NPD cannot survive between the NPD and flamebase.
Based on the observation of jet in cross flow experiments, a simple model (preflame model) of a 
plasma-assisted methane flame is proposed, which suggests that the central role of the plasma
discharge in this case is as an in-situ reformer, not a direct radical source. The verification is
carried out by 0-D/1-D discharge/flame simulations along with subsequent experimental
validations including GC sampling and hydrogen/air flame analyses. 
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